
 

 

  

 

Bethel Island Community Meeting #2: Draft Community Profile 

 Scout Hall  
 3090 Ranch Lane, Bethel Island, CA 94511  

Wednesday, October 30th, 2019 

The second community meeting for Bethel Island residents as part of Envision Contra Costa 2040 took 
place on Wednesday, October 30, 2019, from 6:30 to 8:30 PM at Scout Hall. The purpose of this 
workshop was to collect feedback on the draft community profile for Bethel Island, as well as potential 
changes to the General Plan land use map. The first two pages of the draft profile provide context about 
the community, including its character, demographic information, and exposure to natural hazard risks. 
The following pages include an overview of planned land uses, guiding principles, policies, and actions 
that will provide guidance to the County when making decisions affecting the community related to 
growth and development over the next twenty years.  

The workshop took place shortly after multiple wildfires occurred both on the island and in nearby 
communities south of the island. After a short presentation about the Envision Contra Costa 2040 
process, the 28 community members worked in five small groups with County staff and consultants to 
go over the draft community profile. Many meeting attendees were very concerned about public safety 
issues in the wake of the wildfires.  Input and ideas are summarized below, and detailed notes from the 
small group discussions are attached to this summary. 

 Add language in the context section to emphasize the agricultural portions of the island as an 
important asset that help define the character of the island. This discussion should note the 
community’s desire to retain and enhance agricultural vibrancy and aesthetic character. 

 Revise the overview map to indicate that the fire station is not active and remove the labeling 
error (City of Richmond). 

 Improve the legibility and readability of the sea level rise map. 
 Change residential and commercial General Plan land use designations on parcels that are 

undeveloped or developed with rural residential uses to an agriculture designation. 
 Change the residential designation west of Bethel Island Road and north of Taylor Road to 

agriculture, a public park, or public parking. 
 Most participants do not support increasing the residential density for the Delta Coves project, 

although there was some support for it. 
 Consider expanding the commercial designation on Gateway Road to Piper. 
 Expand upon the discussion of local businesses in the guiding principles to emphasize 

opportunities for additional commercial uses in the community. 
 Improve both transportation and utility infrastructure to support emergency response efforts 

related to flooding, wildfires, and other natural hazards. Add language to the fourth guiding 
principle to include infrastructure along with emergency response planning. 

 Revise the second policy to include the term “relaxed” to more accurately reflect the identity of 
Bethel Island. 
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 Expand Policy #5 to specify the types of visitor-serving amenities to be allowed during special 
events and the types of special events desired in the community. 

 Amend Policy #6, which addresses upgrades to pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, to also 
include improvements to drainage systems. Consider removing the discussion of alternative 
transportation enhancements altogether if automobile improvements are not explicitly 
prioritized.   

 Reword the discussion of blight in Policy #11 to more accurately address concerns regarding 
community character related to degrading structures. 

 Revise Policy #12 to clearly discourage a fish farm on Bethel Island. 
 Add an action about improving public access to the water. 
 Augment policy and action language to ensure protection from levee breaches, further 

strengthen internal levee standards, and regulate residential development standards near 
levees. Consider adding an action to require a specific residential setback from levees. 

 Revise the zoning definition for commercial marina uses to allow bars and restaurants.  
 Add an action to widen roadways to accommodate traffic. 
 Add an action encouraging the County to work with the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA) to determine if residential density may increase if protected by a certified levee.  
 Emphasize that evacuation routes should not rely on the land bridge to Holland Tract in the 

actions. Consider adding language that would encourage a partnership with the City of Oakley to 
collaborate on evaluation routes.   

 Consider identifying a funding source for maintenance of the new park facility identified in 
Action #6 to ensure park accountability and long-term quality. Also emphasize that the park 
should be designed to avoid crime. Some participants suggested that this action be removed all 
together due to the small number of children in the community. 

 There was mixed support for Action #7 regarding annexation of Bethel Island into the Diablo 
Water District (DWS). Some participants recommended removing the action because it would be 
implemented by DWS and not the County. Other participants support the action and suggested 
that language be expanded to indicate that improved access to a reliable source of potable 
water would also improve fire protection services. 

 Revise Action #8 to include additional signage along waterways prohibiting boat wakes. 
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